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DPAS SKO Streamline Webinar – Post Session Report 
In this online session, DPAS Analysts covered the 5.0.00 Release changes expecting to go to 
production on Friday February 3rd. 

Presented by: 
 
Josh Teed, Trainer/Functional 

Q&A: 
Jacob Kent, Trainer/Functional 
Fred Maley, Trainer/Functional 

Recording Location: 
DPAS Support Site: http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org  
  Open Training / Webinar Archive and find the webinar under the Warehouse Management and 
Maintenance & Utilization subject heading or search for the webinar title. 

Screenshot: 
 

http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/
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Session Statistics: 
Session Date 02/01/2017  

Number of Registered Attendees 245 
Number of Internal Attendees 3 

 

Poll Results: 
Did you find the content in this webinar useful? –  41 Responses 
Answer  Percent 
Extremely Useful – I learned a useful technique or tip  53% 
Somewhat Useful – This content was not new for me but is useful  37% 
Not Useful – I did not learn anything new  8% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  2.5% 
 
How would you rate the presentation? i.e. Speaker, Format –  39 Responses 
   
Answer  Percent 
Excellent – I would highly recommend this presentation to others  36% 
Good - I enjoyed this format and the interaction  54% 
Okay - The presentation needed some improvement  10% 
Poor - The presentation underperformed for me  0% 
Other – I am providing a detailed answer in the chat pod  0% 
 
What would you like to see covered in a DPAS Webinar? –  08 Responses 
   
Answer 

Interoperability with other logsitcs systems. Item/Asset 
management of property from wholesale to retail receipt 

Disposals 

Physical Inventory Refresher 

Eventaully, account managers will need to know and understand 
everything. Therefore, cover the basic and migrate to the larger 
functions. Broadcasting this periodically will also assist those 
managers responsible for other areas and unable to join. 

asset entered from beginning to end of useful life. 

more variety of examples of government furnished property like, 
to another government activity 

Vehicle Management specific portions on how Material Control 
will be integrated with parts requests from Vehicle Maintainers, 
and how the process will flow through checkpoints, if any. 

Real Property Improvements 

 Total Sel. 
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Participant Questions and Comments: 
 
Question: Sir, is every FM&A office going to be part of teh Webinar? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): The Webinar is available to all DPAS users, you would have to check with your 
management to see who specifically is attending from FM&A.  
 
Question: i dont have the material mngt tab 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): The process would have to be included in whatever role you've been assigned 
within the application. If you're not seeing it, it means it hasn't been assigned to your role.  
 
Question: whats the difference between the two dates? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): The dates that were displaying on that specific example were the Last Inspection 
and Next Inspection dates - the last inspection date is the date the ICN was last inspected - the next inspection 
date is the date it should be inspected again  
 
Question: is this issuing from whse to whse or is this replacing the MRO  
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): It is not from warehouse to warehouse, and it doesn't necessarily replace the MRO - 
the Warehouse Issue allows for issue to any DODAAC, and will not set up any shipment transactions or print a 
1348.  
 
Question: Can one issue to UICs 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): Yes - using the "Unit Issue" Functionality  
 
Question: is this primarily for the PEI whse Mod  
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): I'm not sure what the "PEI whse Mod" is, but the purpose of this process is that its 
the only way to issue materiel out of the warehouse when not issuing to a Member, Unit, or Maintenance Activity 
 
Question: so far everything that we have gone over doesnt have anything to do with FM&A or at least not here 
at my base. Is teh warehouse supposed to be using DPAS as well? 
* Leidos DPAS: This webinar covers the major changes for all DPAS users in Warehouse and Property 
Accountability 
 
Question: With this option, will be be able to go in on Friday and manually change out UIC's to merge them into 
one unit? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): It depends on how you want to hold accountability to the issued materiel. If the 
materiel is being issued to various parts of the same Unit - then yes you can consolidate all your units and just 
break them up by accounts. Otherwise you'll want to keep your units separate.  
 
Question: Why is MRO not searchable in Document Inquiry like Warehouse Transfer and Disposition is? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): You can search for an MRO Document in the Document Inquiry.  
 
Question: So we still can not yet add multipile NSN's to MRO? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): That is correct. We create a 1348 as the shipping document and that can only 
accommodate one stock number at a time.  
 
Question: I don't see MRO in the Document Type search field 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): MRO is not a selection from the Document Type dropdown - but MRO Document 
numbers can be inquired through the Document Inquiry. We will look into why MRO is not available within the 
Document Type dropdown within that Inquiry. 
 
Question: Are we done with the changes pertaining to the Warehouse Module in DPAS? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): Yes - that's all for the Warehouse Module. 
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Question: Also no MRO quantities show up in the Fiscal Report. There's already a bug created for this. Just 
wondering why this happened? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): If that's an existing bug, you can contact the help desk for a status. Its possible the 
bug has already been fixed and will be released when we go to production.  
 
Question: Real property doesn't apply to CSP at least I don't think . Are there different entities on the call? 
* Leidos DPAS 3(privately): Yes - there are numerous PA users as well as various other Warehouse users on 
the webinar. The webinar is available for All DPAS users.  
 
Question: When warehouse issue was covered will we be able to ship a container with all its contents? 
* Leidos DPAS: Warehouse Issue will allow you to issue inventory by stock number. You cannot issue a 
container with all of it's contents.  
 
Question: Why was the ability to move a container moved from Inventory Update to Warehouse Management? 
* Leidos DPAS 3: You will still have the ability to move a container using inventory update - that functionality 
was just added to the container process as well 
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